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PART THREE

Poetry notes on Mercies

Write a critical evaluation of Mercies in which you show how effectively the poetic techniques have helped 
you to appreciate the central concern.

Question

Possible points

Understanding
On fi rst reading a few questions may arise:

• Who is ‘she’? 
• What is the relationship with the fi rst person persona? 
• What is the situation? Strange – ‘steel bench’, ‘needle’, and the fi nal lines.

A second careful reading should be more informative. Along with the title, all the words and images 
seem to fi t into the picture and it is a matter then of seeing all the ways in which the poet creates a 
situation which is poignant and real. You could also think about why he chose to use the techniques 
he did to convey thoughts and emotions.

ADVICE, COMMENTARIES 
AND STUDENT RESPONSES

Analysis
These are some of the aspects you may notice:

• ‘She’ – feminine – but indefi nite – at fi rst seems to be a person
• ‘dog-years’ and possibility of ‘months left’ – an affi rmation that this is a considered 

mercy killing
• tone – from the start it is refl ective, speculative – expressed as a question and ‘might 

have’

Three simple, sharp images follow:

• ‘light as a nest’ – simile describes her skeletal state in appropriate, natural, visual image
• ‘long ears’ – as if they are a means of protection – like a tent
• ‘bad radio in her breast’ – sense of the rasping sound of laboured breathing

Pathos in the next four lines is conveyed by:

• coldness of the steel bench
• colloquial ‘taking shape’ – sort of hiding or euphemistically expressing what was really 

happening
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• repetition in ‘tried and tried’ – the last weak efforts to show some strength
• ominous connotation of ‘our selection’

Then a turn (volta?) at the end of line 8:

‘So I turned her face to mine’ – a moment of very strong emotion

Change of tone – loss of control? – in next lines:

• ‘seeing only love there’ – broken in on by dashes
• within the dashes – acknowledgement that she is a descendant of a wild animal 
• yet she has a knowledge and an understanding of the situation 
• for all her wildness, she allows human interference at this moment

Last lines:

• importance of eyes
• recognition of love
• multiple ways of reading the last metaphor – ‘making its report back to the centre’

Sometimes poems like this one, which seem ‘straightforward’ on fi rst readings, can be 
very diffi cult to analyse and to write about. It is too easy to say what is happening and to 
describe the situation; in other words, to paraphrase the poem. It is of greater importance 
to comment on the effectiveness of the ways in which the concerns are expressed. 

Final evaluation

This poem reminds us that analysis is only an initial stage in appreciating poetry. Your ideas – 
written, thought, or perhaps spoken – should be able to convey how well the poetic techniques have 
worked for you in helping you to refl ect upon the human condition. In this case, the issue is complex 
– euthanasia. Perhaps by expressing the ideas in terms of a dog, the poet has helped the reader to 
think more about this as an issue: man’s right to take a life. At the heart of the poem, though, the 
relationship between man and animal is expressed sensitively and economically.

Economically – because you may have become aware as you were reading the poem that it is in the 
sonnet form – fourteen lines with a ‘turn’ in line 8. The sonnet form should work for the poet. Short, 
controlled ... 

There is a rhyme scheme – abab cdcd – but it seems to break down after ‘turned’. The rhyme in the last 
six lines is vague – efghig? This should also work for the poet. A break in control? 

Ask yourself why the sonnet form has been used? Is its use effective?

Ask yourself about the breakdown in the rhyme? Why? Where? What do you think the effect is?

In answering the question – which is about the central concern – you have probably considered how 
effectively the poet has used words, images, persona, tone, sound and form. Your analytical comments 
support your understanding and appreciation of the poem.
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Poetry notes on Kilpeck and student response

Show how effectively Fleur Adcock employs poetic techniques to enhance your appreciation of the ideas 
she expresses in Kilpeck.

Question

Possible points

Understanding
The poem is charting a relationship which, at the beginning, is strained.

There has been a quarrel the previous night, and the visit to the church revisits some of 
the tensions. Towards the end of the poem a reconciliation is reached, partly as a result of 
the visit to the church.

Analysis
When you look at the poem initially, you observe that it is written in free verse. The verses 
are of different lengths and there is one (signifi cant probably?) indentation near the end.

First reading confi rms that the verses seem to be like paragraphs – marking changes in 
time, place, line of thought. The poem seems to be about a relationship and a place 
visited by the ‘we’ in the fi rst line – Kilpeck, the site of an ancient church. The other 
initially striking feature, as well as the persona, is the imagery which requires subsequent 
readings and examination.

In marking up the poem aspects which might be noted are:

fi rst verse: time – morning

• adjectives: ‘dried’, ‘brittle’, ‘fragile’, ‘continence’, ‘quiet’
• persona ‘I’ has been brought to the church with sandstone decoration of ‘serpents 

writhing’ (archetypal evil?) and squat saints, beasts and fi shes
• colours in red sandstone and ‘new born children’ (unusual image) in last line

second verse: change in time – last night

• philosophical question – poetry most important thing?

third verse: change in place – walk round church

• awkwardness of looking up at more unattractive fi gures – ‘craning’
• mention of Victorian values – fi gures too obscene for display destroyed
• but Whore of Kilpeck still evident – shocking image of her – connected to witchcraft/

sexual connotations?

fourth verse: change in place – sheep track

• individuals are awkward together and ‘separate’
• nature imagery with ‘bushes’, ‘hawthorn’, ‘hips and haws’ (note sound)
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• more bright colours – ‘orange and crimson’, ‘brick-dried’ (red)
• harvest/fruitfulness – sense of reproduction
• fi nal single line – pair look ‘uneasily’ further suggests awkwardness of relationship

fi fth verse: change in time with fl ashback to ‘last night’

• originality? individuality? sense of being lost in a relationship?
• fi nal line – ‘silly perhaps’ – comment on fact that they just talked and avoided any 

closeness?

sixth verse: change again – this is the noticeable indentation – seems to reach a climax?

• single sentence – ‘We have our reward.’ – puzzling?
• words of heaviness in ‘reward’, ‘languorous’
• oxymoron in ‘delicate burden’
• puzzling verse – needs further examination

seventh verse: change in coming down the track

• now together – ‘hold hands’ for ‘necessary balance’
• church decoration still repelling in ‘feral faces’ emphasised by alliteration
• still colour of red – ‘rosy’
• puzzling last lines – ‘less lined than ours’? ‘We are wearing our identities’? – need 

further examination

Further points which should be noticed:

form and structure: free verse with changes in verses following changes in time and place 
and perhaps changes in moods/relationship of the pair

• perhaps a climax in ‘We have our reward.’
• change in time at the last two verses – obviously now in the present – lots of ‘ing’ 

words

imagery:

• negative – ‘dried’ and ‘brittle’
• unattractive – ‘jutting’, ‘fat-faced’, ‘feral’
• sexual/witchcraft – ‘writhing serpents’, ‘pink stony cleft’, ‘slithering’
• positive – ‘newborn’, ‘bright bushes’, ‘harvest’ 

also

• words of awkwardness, discomfort, clumsiness, imbalance, fearfulness
• words of identity, of talking last night, refl ection, originality, the fi nal word – 

‘identities’

and

• use of colour which is bright and vivid

Is a place – this church of Kilpeck – being used to represent a stage in a changing 
relationship between two people? Does their awkward movement around the church/
hillside refl ect changing moods and feelings?

There is a strong sense of place/mood/time and the nature of the relationship throughout.

PART THREE
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Student response

In the enigmatic poem ‘Kilpeck’, Fleur Adcock explores the difficulties of maintaining individual 
identity within a relationship. Set within the context of a straightforward narrative, Adcock uses dense 
imagery to point to her deeper themes.

The situation lying behind the poem is outlined clearly. A couple, whose relationship is somewhat 
tense, visit the church of Kilpeck following an argument the previous night. The undercurrents 
of exhausted tension, strain and disharmony are established in the first two lines, ‘We are dried 
and brittle this morning/fragile with continence, quiet’, and substantiated by the structure, form, 
diction and setting. The narrative chronology of the poem is broken up by flashback, ‘Last night you 
asked me ...’, ‘after all the talk we had last night’: the disjointedness of the structure reflects the 
disjointedness of the relationship. The form of ‘Kilpeck’ is free verse, yet written with a tightness 
which throws sharp emphasis on the line breaks, echoing both the rigid self-control of the narrator 
and the awkwardness of the couple. The diction constantly emphasises the tension between them 
through awkward actions, ‘craning our necks’, ‘We clamber awkwardly, separate’, ‘We regard it uneasily’. 
The marked absence of any marriage of true minds is demonstrated when the narrator’s thought on 
Victorian repression and the survival of the Whore of Kilpeck are interrupted by her companion’s 
unrelated comment, ‘There was always witchcraft here’, isolated by the full stops. The setting itself 
continues the theme, as the ‘Norman arch in red sandstone’ is described through unexpected imagery, 
‘carved like a Mayan temple-gate;/... serpents writhing up the doorposts/and squat saints with South-
American features’. The preponderance of sibilants supports the obvious interpretation of serpents as 
representing evil, possibly sexual evil, and despite the association with the Biblical story of Adam and 
Eve this is startling decoration for a church. The Whore of Kilpeck similarly clashes with expectation, 
reinforcing the overall atmosphere of disharmony. 

The setting has another significance, as the church symbolises the search for spiritual meaning and 
fulfilment. Once again, Adcock carefully builds up the idea of searching. The saints stare ‘over our 
heads’, as the couple walk around the building. They ‘look up’, and the sheep-track they climb leads ‘up 
to the fragments’. The foreign imagery the narrator uses to describe the Norman arch, ‘Mayan temple-
gate’ and ‘South-American features’ also suggests the idea of travel and therefore of searching beyond 
the boundaries of expectation; the very formlessness of the poem hints at a search for definition 
and meaning. This is linked to the idea of priorities and fulfilment within the relationship. The taut 
summary of the discord between them, ‘Last night you asked me/if poetry was the most important 
thing’ contrasts with the imagery ‘the colour of newborn children’ and the ‘harvest’ of hips and haws, 
suggesting two different forms of creativity and achievement: literary creativity and motherhood. 

‘Kilpeck’ is a poem fraught with tension: the constraint between the narrator and her companion; the 
contrasting ideals of poetry and motherhood; the unexpected, almost jarring, imagery, are all examples 
of this, pointing to the central issue of the tension between individuality and union. The separateness 
of the characters is made clear in the expression, ‘You have brought me to see a church’, immediately 
succeeded by ‘I stare’, so that ‘You’ and ‘I’ are aggressively contrasted. The point in the poem where 
the most fulfilment is to be found, however, is in the description of the autumnal landscape, whose 
opulence and colour contrasts strongly with the ‘dried and brittle’ characters. What is significant about 
the autumnal setting is that this richness springs from pairing and union, which is made evident 
through the polysyndeton. ‘Hawthorn and dogrose’, ‘hips and haws’, ‘oranges and crimson capsules’ 
are what produce the ‘fruitful country’. The fact that ‘We regard it uneasily’ reveals their fear of losing 
their own identities if they become fully committed to each other, stressed a few lines later by the 
comment ‘fearful for our originality’. That this fear is misplaced is proved by the fact that the unions 
within nature provoke the most sensual action in the poem, ‘I taste a blackberry’, where the long 
vowels and strong visual image are almost tactile. 

At the heart of the poem is a balance, precarious perhaps, but ‘necessary’. The reconciliation between 
the couple is indicated by the only line break in the poem where the break is not complete: 

‘Silly, perhaps.’

‘We have our reward.’ 
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The pregnancy image, ‘We are languorous now, heavy/with whatever we were conserving,/carrying 
each a delicate burden’ is one of fulfi lment, and rather than stifl ing originality, creativity or 
individuality, they ‘each’ carry their burden, which is itself a promise of new life. The sacrifi ce to 
achieve this was not, as they had feared, individuality, but self-control. ‘Slithering down the track we 
hold hands’ is an expression of their unity and their disregard for the ‘continence’ which dominated 
at the start of the poem. The tension is not rejected, but becomes an essential element of their 
relationship, demonstrated by the oxymoron ‘delicate burden’ and the comment ‘to keep a necessary 
balance’. This necessary balance was achieved through transcending the boundaries of expectation, 
which the startling imagery in the setting anticipated. The paradox that reconciled discord becomes 
harmony is the heart of the poem. 

Commentary

This is a sophisticated, full exploration and evaluation of the poem which takes one 
possible line about a confl ict between poetry and motherhood – a reading backed up 
by textual reference and comment. There are, of course, other possible readings of this 
poem which need not necessarily pin the confl ict to such a precise cause. The main 
weakness which exists is the avoidance of any mention of the diffi cult last three lines. 
This makes it easier for the student to maintain her position.

PART THREE
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Analysis
Oliver’s feelings are shown by his playing of the piano – ‘pounding savagely and 
unavailingly’ – presumably trying to express his feelings of anger/frustration/misery.

The piece he is trying to play – the C Minor Study of Chopin (a romantic composition in 
both its technical and emotional sense) should be able – in expert hands – to express ‘all 
the width and power of my own love, my own hopeless infatuation’.

The narrative voice is interesting in that Oliver himself calls his love ‘infatuation’ and 
‘hopeless’ – perhaps suggesting that he knows he is being overdramatic.

The fi rst paragraph ends with the blunt and fi nal statement – ‘that was the end.’ – of his 
life? His happiness? …

This idea is carried on by ‘endured’ and expanded by ‘Eighteen is a good time for 
suffering’. The comment which follows about strength and defences suggests that he is 
strong in his love and almost enjoys having no defence against the pain – again a bit of 
overdramatisation. 

The next sequence shifts into a dream/fantasy in which he sees Imogen in highly romantic 
terms – open car/’reddish hair’/’pale face’.

And her fi ancé in terms which he has no defences against ‘secure’/’old’/’huge …’.

And whom he regards as unworthy of Imogen – ‘gnatlike voice’.

Fiction notes on The Pyramid and student response

How effective is this passage in giving the reader insights into Oliver’s character? Consider not only 
characterisation, but also setting, tone and narrative voice.

Question

Possible points

Understanding
You should show that you have a basic understanding of the story, including most of the 
following points – but these points don’t have to be stated at the beginning. They can 
emerge throughout your discussion of the passage.

Oliver is ‘in love’ with Imogen who has just become engaged to a man who is the owner 
of the Stillbourne Advertiser, so probably someone mature and well-off.

He daydreams/fantasises/falls asleep and dreams? of an incident in which he heroically 
rescues Imogen.

He is interrupted/wakened from his dream by a tapping at the window.

He hopes (wildly and improbably) that it is Imogen but it is only Evie Babbacombe.
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Student response

This extract is a fi rst-person narrative told by Oliver. He is reminiscing on a time when he was eighteen 
and lying in his bed fantasising about a girl called Imogen. This extract tells us a lot about eighteen-
year-old Oliver. He imagines Imogen and her fi ancé driving together. He says her fi ancé is ‘so secure, 
so old’. This shows that Oliver is jealous of these qualities. He doesn’t think he is secure enough or old 
enough for Imogen, or at least she doesn’t think he is. But in his personal view he sees the age gap 
to be insignifi cant because ‘she was only fi ve years older than I was.’ The word ‘only’ shows he doesn’t 
think this gap in age matters too much, but to the reader it is clear that Imogen is out of his reach.

He also says that the fi ancé is ‘so huge in his ownership of the Stillbourne Advertiser.’ This Stillbourne 
Advertiser is obviously some local paper and it seems as though the fi ancé is something of a local 
celebrity. Oliver mentioning it shows that he doesn’t think Imogen will fi nd him important enough. 
He is obviously jealous of the fi ancé’s small-scale fame. He then goes on to describe the fi ancé as 
‘impregnable’ showing that he feels he has no possible way of matching him in Imogen’s eyes.

Next in his fantasy he imagines that the fi ancé is struck by lightning: ‘there was a puff of smoke and 
he was gone’. This imaginary death is basically ridiculous. Being struck by lightning is a wish-fulfi lling 
image on Oliver’s part. The fact that he is reduced to imagining this shows he is unable to think of 
any more credible or realistic way to end up with Imogen. He does not even imagine a body. He says 
the fi ancé is simply ‘gone’ – emphasising how strong his desire is to be rid of him. He does not want 
him there even if he is dead. He then imagines himself as the hero lifting an unconscious Imogen 
from the car and carrying her to safety: ‘The lightning had rendered Imogen insensible. I was carrying 
her in my arms’ – thus becoming the ‘strong’ man Imogen could rely on.

At this point Oliver snaps out of his fantasy – or out of his dream if he has actually fallen asleep – 
because he hears a loud ‘rap’ on the window. He says he was ‘clutching the counterpane to my chin’. 
This is something children do when they are scared and it brings the reader back to reality where 
Oliver is not the great hero but a young and helpless boy. Even at this point Oliver does not snap 
out of his daydream. He says his hair was ‘pricking’. This is a very dramatic statement that suggests 
something important is about to happen. We assume, as he does, that the person rapping on the 

The lightning and the puff of smoke are now in the realms of childish fantasy, with the 
fi ancé as the villain and Oliver as the hero.

The last paragraph, when he is wakened by the stones thrown at the window, prolongs his 
vain hope that Imogen is in trouble and actually does, in real life, need his help – ‘a wild 
hope made my heart turn over’, but it was only Evie Babbacombe – and the name itself is 
so unromantic that it brings him sadly back to Earth.

The setting in the black night with rain and wind suits his mood – a use of pathetic 
fallacy? The word choice in the second paragraph – ‘sudden sound’/’dashed’/’gravel’/
’clanged’ provide an uncomfortable backdrop which bleeds into his dream. And the little 
sequence ends with the storm still in evidence when he opens his window.

The tone of the fi rst-person narrative voice is not quite straightforward. As early as line 2, 
there is a slightly humorous touch in ‘(the weather) best reserved for church fêtes’ and 
‘the trees should have known better’.

His description of himself and his feelings is overdramatic, as noted above, but the 
narrator seems to be able to look (back?) at himself with some perspective on his own 
self-dramatisation:‘Eighteen is a good time for suffering’. There is a self-aware quality 
about the narrative, which lends the whole passage a wry humour.

PART THREE
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Commentary

This response deals effectively with the presentation of the main aspects of Oliver’s 
character. It is especially strong in its evaluation of tone and narrative stance, as well 
as dealing with the more obvious aspects of his behaviour and thought processes. The 
comments on the use of contrast, setting, pathetic fallacy and anticlimax all add to the 
detailed understanding of his character. Possibly his use of music as part of his torment is 
the only important missing idea. 

window and shouting his name is Imogen. That this is his hope is confi rmed when he looks out 
of the window and discovers ‘it was not Imogen’s voice’. This dramatic build up to an eventual 
disappointment shows us a lot about Oliver. He obviously holds onto the hope, as far-fetched as it 
may be, that Imogen will come and fi nd him, choose him over her fi ancé. He is a very hopeful boy 
stuck in a permanent daydream.

More about eighteen-year-old Oliver is revealed through the setting. The fi rst sentence: ‘It was really 
summer, but the rain had fallen all day and was still falling’ represents how Oliver is feeling. Eighteen 
is supposed to be a great age, as youth is generally desired but for Oliver it is nothing but miserable, 
because of his unrequited love for Imogen. The pathetic fallacy of the constant and unfailing rain is 
used to mirror his unfailing love for Imogen and the unfailing misery it brings him.

The interesting thing about this piece is that it does not only tell us about eighteen-year-old Oliver 
but also the older Oliver who is the actual narrator. He says ‘Eighteen is a good time for suffering. One 
has all the necessary strength, and no defences.’ This is said with the air of someone very separate 
from that age group. He is looking at it objectively as if he is no longer involved with the feelings he 
had then. The Oliver who is narrating this no longer experiences the same misery he did when he was 
eighteen. The older Oliver also makes a joke very early in the extract. He describes the persistent rainy 
weather as ‘the kind best reserved for church fêtes’. While this is not a very funny joke it is enough to 
show us that the older Oliver does not take these events from his past as seriously as he did then. His 
tone is rather self-mockingly affectionate.

To conclude, Golding very effectively shows us eighteen-year-old Oliver’s character through the things 
he thinks about others, the far-fetched fantasies of his imagination contrasted with his actions in 
real life, and by using setting to emphasise his emotions. He also tells us about the older Oliver’s 
refl ections on the past, and his realisation that the young Oliver was over-dramatising his own 
situation, in the full fl ush of teenage angst.
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Analysis
Tone is established in the fi rst paragraph – in fact, the fi rst sentence: the school prided 
itself ‘on fi nding the inner man or woman in the most unpromising of children’. Sarcastic 
tone hints at the bold, bland claim that schools make about ‘curing’ dyslexia.

Emotive words in fourth paragraph also – in a subtle way: ‘I expect she didn’t want 
to upset me by seeing her cry.’ This is Gill’s way of excusing his mother’s sudden and 
unexpected departure. Reinforced by the next sentence which emphasises his feelings – 
‘never felt quite so utterly, desperately alone’ and his oath that he ‘would never, ever send 
a child of mine away’.

Structure of single sentence fi fth paragraph confi rms his feelings of failure – ‘bullied’, 
‘friendless’, ‘plainly failing’ and pretending to be someone else. 

Tone becomes less bitter and more humorous when he describes the ‘utterly bizarre’ 
school: co-educational, vegetarian, organic and liberal. Pupils could wear anything they 
liked except – illogically – jeans.

St Christopher’s had ‘no real – or even unreal – idea’ how to teach dyslexics.

Strong sentence structures further tone and ideas – repetition of ‘no’; ‘a general woolly 
belief in fi nding your own inner spelling bee’ – has a good turn of phrase.

‘[T]he nice plump lady’ becomes a symbol for the school trying to do something.

Other language features which should be noted:

• slang – ‘they’re on it’ furthers the tone established
• bitterness in repeatedly asking children to fail again
• ‘pushing a door marked “Lupl”’

Non-fi ction notes on Why I Can’t Write and student 
response

Discuss the effectiveness of the ways in which Gill refl ects upon this personal experience. You should think 
particularly about the persona that he establishes in the essay and the tone which he adopts.

Question

Possible points

Understanding
Gill is refl ecting on the effect of his dyslexia on his young life. He refl ects on the initial 
misery of his boarding school; but his reaction creates a persona which proves to be of 
advantage to him.

The school’s inability to understand or cure dyslexia is the main aspect of his refl ection. 
His subsequent escape to success despite his supposed weakness stems from his 
rebellious personality which, ironically, the school has helped to create.

PART THREE
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Tone in the bitterly humorous reversal of roles: 

• student keeps trying in order to give the teacher ‘a little glow of pleasure, because 
she’s taught well’

• ‘the recognised word is her little success’
• ‘the dyslexic will continue to encourage the plump woman’
• ‘will help and reward her with the right word’
• ‘we have found someone who’s worse at what they do than we are’

Some good word choice and imagery describing the tricks dyslexics learn to survive:

• ‘radiate a granite-melting charm’
• ‘slides them through classes on casters made of fl attery’
• ‘corners of the academic world’ that suit dyslexics – pottery shed, workshop, dance 

studio, music room

Climax of passage is in fi nal confrontation with history teacher ‘Gammy’ Mercer:

• strong adjectives: ‘malevolent’, ‘bitterly mean’, ‘withered’, ‘terse and sarcastic’
• short, simple sentence: ‘And he walked off.’
• Gill’s fi nal thought that he would never let this be his problem again.

Student response

The writer effectively uses a disparaging tone to show that he does not believe he benefi tted from 
St Christopher’s. The use of the word ‘claimed’ in the fi rst paragraph demonstrates this, showing that 
this was merely a claim and that the school could not actually ‘cure dyslexia’. The mention of the 
fact that the school was ‘fee-paying and private’ suggests that the writer thinks that the claims were 
just a means of selling the school. It seems that the writer, being dyslexic, can offer an insight and 
perspective into the subject which is unavailable to the majority. The repetition of the word ‘absolute’ 
in line 6 suggests sarcasm, and his own disbelief in the ‘absolute goodness of education’.

The writer uses evocative language to describe how at fi rst he was miserable at his new school, 
describing his bedroom as a ‘cold and grubby threadbare hut’. This is continued when he mentions 
feeling ‘utterly desperately alone’. Great weight is added to his refl ection on his experience of misery 
when he ‘swears an oath’ not to send any of his children to boarding school.

Gill is shown, however, to be strong and resolute when he decides to turn his life around almost by 
an effort of will and pretend to be someone he wasn’t. The fact that he is ‘still pretending to be the 
person I made up’ suggests that he isn’t, in fact, ‘pretending’ but has actually grown to become this 
different person at St Christopher’s. His mentioning that he ‘swallowed’ (line 21) his stammer whole 
demonstrates how he defeated his problems head on, and at this point we realise that Gill has made 
his time at school enjoyable instead of miserable. It also occurs to us that he has benefi ted from 
St Christopher’s, if perhaps not in terms of his writing.

Gill conveys the relaxed nature of the school when he mentions that it was ‘spot on the 1960’s 
zeitgeist’. This is effectively continued with the use of the short sentence, ‘And organic.’ at the end of 
the paragraph, which in a kind of humorous way ‘sends up’ the whole idea of the school.

His disbelief in the faults in the education at St Christopher’s is continued when he states that it had 
‘no real – or even unreal – idea of how to teach those with learning diffi culties’. The repetition of the 
word ‘no’ throughout this paragraph shows how, from his experience, Gill found nothing to back up 
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the school’s claims. He instead refers to a ‘woolly belief’ showing that any grounds to believe their 
methods could be helpful were fl awed. He also refers to the generic ‘nice plump woman’ who would 
try and fail to help, revealing how little an impact each helper had. The uselessness of the routine is 
elucidated when Gill writes that the helper is not there ‘for the child’s support, she is there for the 
school’s’ as she is the symbol of something being done. We begin to understand the misery that Gill 
felt as he looks back at the ‘humiliation’ that his ‘repeated failure’ brought him, and the ‘utter abysmal 
useless cruelty’ of these sessions.

Gill uses humour when showing how, through his son (who is obviously also dyslexic) the roles of 
pupil and teacher are reversed, and he can trick the teacher into thinking she has done well and 
taught him something.

Dyslexics devise tricks to do without reading by using ‘granite-melting charm’ and sliding them 
through classes ‘on casters made of fl attery’. These two images are both funny and intense, 
emphasising the manipulation used by his son.

The writer again shows himself to be strong when he confronts his history teacher about his marks. 
He adopts a defi ant tone when told that he has a ‘problem’ with ‘his writing’, stating that it is not 
actually his problem: ‘I don’t have a problem with my writing … you’ve got a problem with my 
writing.’ We know at this point that the writer has gained something from his time in school; he has 
grown into a stronger character, and as a result has learned how to accept his dyslexia and deal with 
it effectively without ever being able to overcome it.

The reference at the end of the piece to his ‘writing’ links back to the title and is important in the 
structure, bringing it back full circle to the beginning. Also, the structure of the last paragraph, which 
is made up of two short sentences, is defi ant and provides the reader with a satisfying resolution to 
the writer’s struggle with dyslexia. ‘And I never have. I’ve always made it someone else’s.’

In conclusion, Gill’s refl ection on his experience of growing up with dyslexia and how school in the 
1960s tried to ‘cure’ his affl iction is actually quite bitter, although it is disguised to some extent by 
humour. His mocking and cynical tone shows his disdain for the way schools didn’t understand the 
true nature of dyslexia and his bitterness at the insensitivity of the methods of trying to overcome 
it. Gill refl ects on how it was his confi dence and his rebellious nature that got him through, and can 
look with amusement on the methods adopted by his sons in the same spirit. The use of his personal 
analogy involving his sons is effective in delivering the message that it is not so much ‘why I can’t 
write’ but more ‘why do you have a problem with my writing’: and the solution doesn’t involve endless 
repetitions of ‘remedial reading’ but is more about accepting dyslexia as part of his personality and 
the learning to live comfortably with it.

Commentary

The student responds with confi dence, addressing the question: how the writer uses 
persona and tone, in particular, to discuss his education. She makes evaluative comments 
on the tone throughout her answer – sarcastic, humorous, bitter, mocking and cynical. 
She does not mention, however, the irony of the reversal of roles of pupil and ‘the generic 
plump woman’ in the learning/achieving situation.

She also deals effectively with evocative language, imagery, sentence structure and title 
to support her comments on both tone and persona. She recognises the effectiveness of 
the passage’s structure. Above all, she shows an evaluative appreciation of the ideas in 
the passage which become more than just a personal refl ection on schooldays.

PART THREE
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Drama notes on A Doll’s House and student response

Write a detailed analysis of the means by which Ibsen presents the relationship between Nora and Torvald 
in this scene. You should consider not only characterisation, but also dramatic structure.

Question

Possible points

Understanding
Nora is in trouble because of the threat of blackmail. She has to try to get Torvald not to 
sack Krogstad, so she decides to fl atter Torvald and persuade him to keep Krogstad on.

Torvald catches her out in a lie, but magnanimously ‘forgives’ her, as he just thinks she is 
being soft-hearted.

Nora attempts to fl atter Torvald, put him in a good mood, so that she can plead for 
Krogstad to keep his job.

Every time she tries to bring him round to the topic, Torvald shows his increasing dislike 
and contempt for the man.

He rails (especially) at women who are not wholly moral because they spread corruption 
to their families.

Nora is shocked, and momentarily believes that she might spread corruption to her 
children, but on thinking about it, decides this is nonsense.

Analysis
Nora starts off this scene worried, shown by the broken nature of her dialogue, and her 
fussing with the tree.

‘The horrible man! It’s all nonsense—there’s nothing wrong.’

And gives us her strategy for getting out of trouble:

‘The tree shall be splendid! I will do everything I can think of to please you, Torvald!—I 
will sing for you, dance for you—’

What happens is her attempt to follow this plan.

The fi rst little bout from lines 6–24 seem to suggest that Torvald can be indulgent to her 
– even though he has caught her out in a ‘lie’. He says in a playful way ‘A songbird must 
have a clean beak to chirp with – no false notes’.

There is, however, dramatic irony here as the audience knows that this is not the only or 
main ‘fault’ Nora has committed.

The middle, longer section, leading up to the climax, starts with Nora thinking hard 
during the pause in line 25. Her thought process is probably that she needs to please 
him, make him feel superior:
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Nora: I can’t hit upon anything that will do; everything I think of seems so silly and 
insignifi cant.

Torv: Does my little Nora acknowledge that at last?

The repetition of ‘my little’ and his acknowledgement of the comfort of the scene 
suggests to Nora that now might be a good time to bring the subject of Krogstad into 
the conversation by ‘noticing’ the papers Torvald is carrying.

On learning that he is making new arrangements for the bank she realises that it is urgent 
and she must mention Krogstad.

Torvald’s reply is negative, or at least non-committal.

Nora’s next action suggests that she is trying another tack:

‘(leans against the back of his chair and strokes his hair) If you hadn’t been so busy I 
should have asked you a tremendously big favour, Torvald.’

This creates dramatic tension in the audience as they may think that she is going to ask 
the favour about Krogstad directly – possibly too soon?

But she embarks on a charm offensive fi rst, to soften him up, before tackling the issue in an 
indirect way (again after a pause) in line 57: ‘How pretty the red fl owers look – But tell me …’

The mention of ‘forgery’ (Nora’s crime) brings the next part of the scene into focus, as 
Nora sees her predicament as similar to Krogstad’s. When Torvald says, ‘Many a man has 
been able to retrieve his character’ again the audience and Nora think he might soften.

But from here to the climax (probably line 99) the language Torvald uses precludes any 
further pleas on her part – ‘cunning trick’, ‘play the hypocrite’, ‘wear a mask’, ‘infects and 
poisons’, ‘germs of evil’, ‘deceitful mother’, ‘physically ill’.

Nora ‘(takes her hand out of his … )’– perhaps from fear of contaminating him, or from 
disquiet at the venom of his views.

The climax of the scene is now approaching. Nora feels so disturbed that she has to get rid 
of Torvald – she is obviously distressed: ‘How hot it is in here; and I have such a lot to do’.

The repetition of the word ‘impossible’ suggests she is trying to convince herself.

The imminent appearance of her children immediately after this exchange with Torvald 
(including the extended metaphor of disease and poison) brings about the dramatic 
conclusion of the scene and she sends them away.

But the fi nal twist in the scene is conveyed as much by the stage directions as the 
words, giving the clue to Nora’s emotions. These words fi nally become those of 
defi ance ‘( ... she tosses her head.)’ rather than horror ‘(pale with terror)’. Stage 
directions are always important.

The structure of the scene allows the audience to follow what seems the inevitable trend 
of Nora’s acceptance of Torvald’s dominance, but to see that dominance rejected – a 
small parallel foreshadowing what happens at the end of the play.

PART THREE
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Student response

At the beginning of this scene it is clear that Nora is flustered and on edge about something, 
but trying to convince herself when she begins switching the subject ‘A candle here – and flowers 
here – The horrible man!’ Nora is characterised as manipulative in this scene: she is prepared to do 
‘everything’ to ‘please’ Torvald. Nora is in a dilemma as her secret of ‘innocently’ forging her Father’s 
signature may surface. She is in the same position as the man who has just visited her, Krogstad. He 
has threatened to reveal her crime if she does not save his job. Therefore she has to persuade Torvald 
not to sack him to save her own skin.

Torvald is characterised as pompous, arrogant and patronising of Nora by calling her ‘my little 
songbird’ which is sickly sweet. He is easily manipulated. He pompously assumes he knows the 
reason for Nora’s suspicious behaviour in denying that there had been anyone with her. And by 
telling her lies for her, and being indulgent towards her, he almost infantilises her – ‘shakes his 
finger at her’. This suggests that Torvald thinks he is very close to her and knows her very well – 
however, there is actually much more to her than he realises.

There is a short pause after their first exchange ‘during which she busies herself with the Christmas 
tree.’ It is clear that at this point she is plotting how she will go about pleasing Torvald and 
persuading him.

The subject of the fancy dress party appears to have been a past argument, and Nora pleases Torvald 
by bringing it up and conceding that he was right and she does need his help. ‘Everything I think 
of seems so silly and insignificant’ is purposely putting him in a superior position to make him more 
amenable to an approach about Krogstad.

‘Does my little Nora acknowledge that at last?’ He thinks he is wiser than Nora and the one to give 
help, when actually he is being manipulated by her. Nora now thinks it safe to bring the subject 
round to Krogstad. But Torvald cuts her off again indignantly, so she realises she must do more. The 
stage direction ‘(she leans against the back of his chair and strokes his hair)’ and the admission that 
she ‘can’t get on a bit without your help’ lead up to a change of subject about the flowers then the 
question about Krogstad.

Nora is fishing for information here and trying to find out if she would get any sympathy for her crime 
when she says ‘Isn’t it possible that he was driven to it by necessity’. Nora is simultaneously reassuring 
herself when she says that Torvald wouldn’t ‘condemn’ someone for a ‘single false step’: ‘No, you 
wouldn’t, would you Torvald?’ At this point Torvald in condemning Krogstad’s sins is, without realising 
it, also condemning Nora’s sin. This dramatic irony – both Krogstad and Nora are wearing the same 
‘mask’ – makes Torvald’s condemnation more important for the audience. Nora begins to feel guilty 
when it seems Torvald is almost talking about her without knowing it. The guilt is worsened when 
Torvald refers specifically to a ‘mother’s influence’ ‘persistently poisoning’ her own children; and his 
feeling ‘physically sick’ in the presence of people like Krogstad.

This is leading to the climax of the scene when ‘Torvald holds out his hands to her’ completely 
unaware of how he has inadvertently accused her of poisoning her own children, reverting again to 
the ‘little Nora’ address.

Nora changes the subject ‘How hot it is in here’ and ‘takes her hand out of his’ almost as if she is 
contaminating it.

Torvald then piles the guilt on her even more by calling her ‘my precious little singing bird’.

Dramatically, the climax of the scene is reached when the children are revealed to be just outside 
the door and she sends them away. She feels so guilty ‘pale with terror’ that she physically will not 
go near them for fear – even though this is ridiculous: ‘Deprave my children? Poison my home?’ but 
in the last moments of the scene, Nora goes steely, realising perhaps that what Torvald has said 
is exaggerated, and pompous, or perhaps she is denying her guilt, that ‘tossing her head’ showing 
defiance, and freeing herself of the weight of Torvald’s condemnation.
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Commentary

This response deals with the characterisation of Nora by looking at both her words and 
her actions – and also the subtext underlying the pauses. Torvald’s character is evaluated 
adequately. The use of dramatic irony in the audience’s knowledge that he is  condemning 
Nora while he is in the process of condemning Krogstad is explained. Structurally, the 
climax of the scene is identifi ed and its effectiveness evaluated. There might have been 
more mention of the extended metaphor of the poison/disease idea. Importantly, 
 however, the student gives a strong impression of ‘seeing’ this piece as ‘on stage’.
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